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CHARACTERISTICS OF CORPORATE AND
PRIVATE OPERATORS

Corporate and private operators are a diverse group.
Operations range from personal transportation for
business executives ( a flying company limousine) to large
corporate departments providing a variety of services in
support of business activity. Whatever the application,
the corporate objectives in owning and operating
helicopters are most commonly to improve efficiency or
to increase productivity. Direct profit or cost saving are
seldom if ever prime concerns.
Corporate helicopter aviation, thus, is driven by CEO
preferences and the perception of its value as a business
and management tool. The economic benefit to the
company varies with the type and extent of use.
Willingness to accept the expense of helicopter
ownership and operation is conditioned by the
importance that management attaches to passenger
security, speed of movement, convenience, productivity,
and-perhaps-corporate image.
Except in special circumstances, such as linkage
between helicopters and the firm's line of business or the
CEO's personal enthusiasm for aviation, helicopter
transportation must compete with other modes of
transportation (including fixed wing aircraft), within and
without the company. Helicopters are a considerable
business expense, and in the economic tradeoff
underlying management's decision to use helicopters the
tangible or intangible benefits must outweigh the cost. In
other words, cost is important and never ignored, but it
is not the sole consideration in the equation. Helicopters
must provide some service or performance capability
that justifies their high cost.
Corporate operators expect predictable and
reasonable operating costs, high availability (limited
downtime), and high standards of quality and
performance. Exceeding the operating budget or
unavailability when needed can jeopardize the
justification for their use in the eyes of corporate
officials. Power-by-the-hour programs are considered an
expensive insurance policy and no substitute for
reliability and components that fail or need replacement
before their expected life.
A related concern is the general age of the fleet now
used in corporate service. Many helicopters are out of
warranty, and the costs of keeping them in good

condition is rising. Some corporations sell or trade in
their aircraft before they are due for major overhaul, but
this can be costly. Most corporate operators are trying
lo make their existing and aging fleets last, at least until
there is a substantial upturn in economic conditions.
Some are now seeking to internalize ( and perhaps
reduce) operation and maintenance costs through
charge-back fees within the company that distribute the
cost to specific departments or organizational
components, thereby providing an incentive to
economize on the use of helicopters as a corporate
resource.
DIRECT OPERATING COSTS

Most corporations maintain detailed records and
carefully analyze DOC. They also compare this
information with manufacturer-supplied DOC estimates
to evaluate their own experience and, when considering
purchase of a new helicopter, to help them select the
right aircraft for a particular mission profile. A frequent
complaint is that manufacturers' estimates are inaccurate
(usually too high) and do not reflect the variety of uses
and field conditions that characterize the company's use.
The HAI guide to DOC estimates is similarly
unsatisfactory in that it does not reflect the variance
among different
applications and
operating
circumstances.
To bring manufacturers' DOC estimates closer in
line with the actual costs corporate operators incur,
several measures were recommended by the working
group:
· To deal with the problem of premature failure of
parts and components (i.e., before they reach TBO),
manufacturers should provide two kinds of DOC
estimates-one for basic fixed costs regardless of
hours flown, the other a customized estimate for the
individual operator based on the m1ss10n
requirement and indicating the total operating cost
( or cost range) the operator can expect.
· Manufacturers should revise their TBO
certifications such that they provide a very high
assurance that parts and components will not fail or
need replacement before the prescribed time.
· Components certified on condition should be
expected to last a long time. With the present
certifications, operators have come to interpret on
condition as "subject to failure at any time".
· In cooperation with manufacturers, perhaps
through the agency of HAI, operators should
establish a system of trend monitoring that will
provide a data base to help manufacturers provide
more realistic TBO intervals and requirements for
component change.
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· As a companion measure, operators in cooperation
with HAI and FAA should institute a regular survey,
using a standardized terminology, to obtain statistical
information on the operating performance of the
fleet. The survey should be simple, easy to complete,
and limited in detail to subjects of common interest
to all or most operators. The MMIR program now in
place should be modified to correlate with the survey
data.
HELIPORTS

The increasing restrictions on helicopter operations and
landing sites have reduced the number of heliports
available to corporate and private operators. To sustain
their operations corporations have been forced to build
their own private facilities, and heliport construction has
become a major expense for these firms.
These expenses, already large, are becoming greater
because of public resistance and government
bureaucratic delays. In some instances, Federal and state
agencies seem to have adopted an adversarial position
with regard to corporate and private plans to build
heliports, even those that are intended to be public-use
facilities.
To ease the burden of heliport development now
being borne by corporate sponsors, the provisions of the
Airport Improvement Program should be revised to
allow greater freedom for FAA and private corporations
to collaborate in funding new public-use helicopter
facilities.
PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

Growing public opposition to helicopter activity is
making it more difficult, and more expensive, to operate
helicopters-not just for corporate and private operators
but for all the helicopter transportation industry. A
public relations and public information program should
be instituted by the industry and FAA to acquaint the
public with the positive aspects of helicopter
aviation-the safety record, lifesaving events, public
service, and community benefits.
The Fly Neighborly program, while laudable in its
goals, has not yet received the full support of the
industry. For every pilot who is helping the effort, there
is a new one who is not.

Manufacturers should be urged to continue and
increase these efforts to develop quieter helicopters.
NEW TECHNOLOGY

There is an urgent need for improved civil helicopter
technology. The present fleet is made up largely of older
helicopters that are becoming more costly to operate
and maintain. While these vehicles will eventually be
replaced, the pace is slow given the rising acquisition
costs, life-cycle costs, and cost of capital.
The new helicopters now offered by manufacturers
are still largely derivatives of military versions that are
not well suited to civil requirements. With the decline in
military helicopter R&D, civil operators are facing a
technology dilemma. The new helicopters on the civil
market are more expensive, but unless they are sold
manufacturers will not have the funds to develop new
models tailored to civil needs and they will have to pass
the R&D costs along to their customers in the form of
still higher prices. The development of new technology
may become stifled.
What is needed is a joint government-industry
program that, through subsidies and incentives, will
promote and foster civil helicopter R&D.
FUTURE TRAINING NEEDS

Civil helicopter aviation is facing a need for trained and
experienced pilots and mechanics. The military services
have been the traditional source, but the armed services
are being scaled back, and this pipeline may no longer
be sufficient. The civil sector will have to assume the
responsibility and cost of training the personnel needed.
At the same time the operating environment is
becoming more sophisticated and demanding. Corporate
and private operators are incurring increased cost for
initial and recurrent training programs. The advent of
new technology now, and more so in the future, will add
to these costs. Pilots must master new, more high-tech
vehicles and equipment. Maintenance technicians will
need skills to care for engines, electronics, and
nontraditional structural materials.
Manufacturers, operators, FAA, and training schools
will have to band together in developing new programs
and methods to meet the need for technical personnel in
the coming century.

